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A Complex Baseband Platform for Spatial–Temporal
Mobile Radio Channel Simulations

Satoshi Tsukamoto, Member, IEEE, Takuji Sasoh, Takahiro Sakaki, Toshiyuki Okamura,
Shigeru Tomisato, Member, IEEE, Takahiro Asai, Member, IEEE, and Tadashi Matsumoto, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Recently, joint spatial–temporal signal processing
has been recognized as the key to reducing the effects of the
intersymbol and cochannel interference seen in very high bit-rate
mobile radio communications systems. Developing hardware
simulators that can simulate mobile radio propagation scenarios
in time and space domains is essential for evaluating the real-time
performance of spatial–temporal signal processing schemes.
This paper outlines a complex baseband platform developed for
spatial–temporal mobile radio channel simulations. The platform
consists of a complex baseband fading/array response simulator,
a digital signal processor (DSP) board, and a general-purpose
parameter estimator that uses systolic array implementation of
the recursive least square (RLS) algorithm. Results of experiments
conducted using the developed platform are presented to confirm
the proper operation of the system.

Index Terms—Adaptive array, broad-band mobile commu-
nications, parameter estimation, recursive least square (RLS)
algorithm, space/time-equalizer, systolic array.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ANY research papers have been published in the field of
mobile multimedia communications; all target the tech-

nological breakthroughs that would enable very high bit-rate,
say higher than 10 Msymbols/s, signal transmission over mo-
bile radio channels [1], [2]. The main hurdles are the severe in-
tersymbol interference (ISI) and cochannel interference (CCI)
imposed on the received signals, due, respectively, to multi-
path propagation and the reuse of the same frequency in ad-
jacent cells. Since the complex envelope of each propagation
path varies as the vehicle moves, the ISI and CCI are both time-
variant.

Joint space/time (S/T-) domain signal processing techniques
have been recognized as effective in achieving spatial signal iso-
lation, thereby reducing the effects of both ISI and CCI [3], [4].
Adaptive array antennas and adaptive equalization techniques,
which have long been considered as constituting independent
technology areas, are being combined in a unified concept that
is sometimes referred to as space/time equalization [5].
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To develop S/T-equalizers and evaluate their performance,
hardware simulators that can simulate spatial and temporal radio
wave propagation scenarios in real-time are needed. The tem-
poral structure of the propagation scenario can be characterized
by the received signal’s delay profile, and the spatial structure by
the angular profile. The former can be simulated by dividing the
transmitted signal into several path components corresponding
to the multipaths, and weighting them appropriately. The an-
gular profile can be simulated by rotating the signal phases of the
path components received by the antenna array in accordance
with their direction of arrival (DOA).

Instead of measurements in which the system to be tested,
including antenna and RF/If circuitry, is placed in an anechoic
chamber, the performance of time/space signal processing itself
can be more conveniently evaluated by using a channel simu-
lator connected directly to the S/T-equalizer. Since performance
evaluations using such a channel simulator are not affected by
the imperfections inherent within the antenna and/or RF/IF sec-
tions, higher efficiency can be expected in evaluating the perfor-
mance of S/T-signal processing algorithms and optimizing their
implementation.

In general, the problems inherent within S/T-equalization are
twofold: one is parameter estimation, the other is sequence esti-
mation. Parameter estimation includes problems in determining
optimal weights on elements for the adaptive antenna as well
as replicating received composite signal for time-domain equal-
ization. Sequence estimation is the problem of estimating, from
the S/T-equalizer output, the information sequences transmitted
by the desired users.

This paper describes a hardware platform developed for spa-
tial–temporal mobile radio channel simulations. The platform
consists of a complex baseband fading/array response simulator,
a DSP (Analog Devices SHARC ADSP-21 060) board, and a
general-purpose parameter estimator [6] that uses systolic array
implementation of the recursive least square (RLS) algorithm.
The parameter estimator, which can estimate the optimal values
of up to 23 parameters for S/T-equalizers, works as an adjunct
to the DSP board. Obviously, the parameter estimation time is
much shorter using the estimator than running the RLS algo-
rithm on the DSP board. Data input logic configuration depends
on the type of S/T-equalizer [7], so the input logic was made
programmable.

The developed platform works completely in the complex
baseband domain. The fading/array response simulator simu-
lates the temporal and spatial radio wave propagation scenarios
in broadband mobile communication channels in real-time. The
temporal structure of the received signals can be approximated
by adjusting path strengths, and the spatial structure by adjusting
their DOAs.

0018-9545/02$17.00 © 2002 IEEE
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Block diagram of fading/array response simulator. (b) Control system and DSP/parameter estimator interface.

The primary purpose of this work is to provide a platform for
experiments that will be conducted to evaluate the performance
of the baseband sections of S/T-equalizers. This paper is orga-
nized as follows: Section II shows the channel model used in this
paper, and provides mathematical expressions for each compo-
nent of the model. Section III details the specifications of the
developed simulation platform. Section IV presents results of
the experiments conducted to verify the proper operation of the
fading/array response simulator designed as a core part of the
platform. Section V outlines an MMSE adaptive array [8] exper-
iment using the DSP board of the platform. Some performance
data obtained as a result of the experiments using the developed
systems are then presented. Section V also describes results of
an S/T-equalization experiment using the parameter estimation
board of the platform.

II. CHANNEL MODEL

Fig. 1(a) shows a block diagram of the fading/array response
simulator developed as a core part of the platform. One desired
and interference users share the same channel. Signals trans-
mitted from the mobile users are received by an-element
antenna array. A complex baseband expression of the-dimen-
sional vector channel is given by [4], [5]

(1)

where

(2)
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is the antenna array output vector in the absence of noise.and
are the number of the propagation paths with, respectively,

the desired and theth interference user, with

(3)

being the total number of the path components arriving at the
base station.

and are, respectively, the desired user’s andth
interferer’s transmitted baseband signals. and are
the fading complex envelopes with the desired user’sth path
and the th interferer’s th path components, respectively, and

and are the delays of these path components. is a
filtered additive Gaussian noise vector. Each of the path com-
ponents is associated with its DOA: using subscript de-
notes the DOA of the desired user’sth path, with , being
the DOA of the th interferer’s th path. and are
the array responses for them.

In general, depends on the array geometry. For a linear
array with element spacing becomes

(4)

where is the wave length of the carrier frequency. For a circular
array with a minimum element spacing,

(5)

Hence, simulating the array response imposed upon the
received path component is equivalent to rotating its phases el-
ement-by-element, which is, in the complex baseband domain,
further equivalent to multiplying the received signal by complex
vector .

Each path itself suffers from fading variations, which are,
however, assumed to be frequency nonselective. One of the
acceptable models of fading variation is the Jakes model,
according to which the fading complex envelope can be
expressed as [9]

(6)

where is the th component
wave with , and being its normalized amplitude,
frequency, and phase, respectively, andis the number of
component waves. The mobile’s movement imposes a Doppler
shift upon each of the component waves depending on their
incident angles as given by

(7)

where is the maximum Doppler frequency. Assuming
the model in which uniformly distributed componentwaves
are emitted from around the mobile station in up-link (or

arrive at the mobile station in down-link), and can be
approximated as , and

(8)

where is a constant. The fading variations can be made statis-
tically independent by setting the initial phases of the com-
ponent waves to follow a uniform distribution over [0, 2].

Discrete-time signal processing takes place in the
fading/array response simulator. Ordering of the discrete
signal processing is indexed by a timing indexwith ,
where 1/ is the sampling frequency. fading complex
envelopes are generated according to Eqs. (6)–(8). Each path
component is multiplied by its corresponding fading complex
envelope, and then attenuated according to its strength, for
which path components are multiplied by real constants. The
fading path component is received by an-element antenna
array.

The phase rotation on each of the antenna elements de-
pends on the array geometry and the path’s DOA. The array ge-
ometry and DOA on each path are input to the system controller
from a PC. For each of the path components, the controller
then calculates the phase rotations on each of theantenna
elements, and the path’s components received by the el-
ements are multiplied by the calculatedcomplex constants
corresponding to their phase rotations element-by-element.

Signal processing based on the phase rotation is performed
on an element-by-element basis; the phase-rotatedpath
components are added together, further added to complex
white Gaussian noise samples, and then filtered corresponding
to the receiver filters assumed. statistically independent
two-dimensional random numbers uniformly distributed over
[0, 1] are generated, and converted into complex white
Gaussian noise samples by using a look-up table following the
Box–Muller method.

III. SPECIFICATIONS

This section describes detailed specifications of the devel-
oped simulation platform.

A. Fading/Array Response Simulator

1) Hardware: Table I summarizes the hardware specifica-
tions of the fading/array response simulator. 24-bit fixed point
signal processing takes place corresponding to (1)–(3); in-phase
and quadrature components of signals are expressed in a 24-bit
data format. It ensures 16-bit accuracy at the output of the sim-
ulator, even in the presence of round-off due to the fixed-point
signal processing.

The simulator performs signal processing at 24 Msamples/s,
which indicates that if samples are taken per symbol, a 24/S
Msymbols/s signal can be transmitted. Symbol timing on the

paths can be adjusted with 24 Msamples/s accuracy; if a
24-Msymbols/s signal is transmitted, all transmitted signals
are assumed to be synchronized symbol-by-symbol. The flex-
ible gate array (FPGA) is the main component of the simulator:
most of the 24-bit fixed point 24 Msamples/s signal processing
takes place in FPGAs. In many cases, transmitted data has to be
formatted to meet the requirements of the experiment, to which
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TABLE I
MAJORSPECIFICATIONS OFFADING/ARRAY RESPONSESIMULATOR

end framing can be realized flexibly by programming the FPGA
device.

The key concepts of the simulator design are that the
simulator components corresponding to the real network
components, which are spatially separated in the real world,
are implemented on physically separated hardware units, and
that the network topology in terms of signal flow is simulated
by simply connecting cables. For this purpose, as shown in
Fig. 1(a), simulators of the transmitter and the multiple propa-
gation paths with the desired user, those with the interference
user, and the array response simulator were implemented
as separate hardware units. However, it is quite difficult to
synchronize all units at the 24 Msamples/s clock speed if
the separated components are connected by 48-bit (24-bit
-channel 24-bit -channel) parallel cables.
To provide acceptable synchronization accuracy for 24

Msamples/s digital signal processing, the 48-bit data are
parallel-to-serial converted and transmitted via optical fiber
cables connecting the separated components. Sampling and
unique word timings are multiplexed onto the serial data, and
transmitted via the optical fiber cable. The total bit rate of the
bit stream transmitted over the optical fiber cable is approxi-
mately 1.2 Gb/s ( ( ) bits 24 Msamples/s overhead
for the optical fiber link). The transmitted 48-bit parallel data,
and the sampling and unique word timings are then recovered
by a serial-to-parallel conversion at the receiver component
side. The sampling and unique words timing extracted from
the received serial data provide the receiver component with
clock and frame timing, respectively. This corresponds to the
real world situation wherein the clock and frame timing are
recovered perfectly at the receiver side.

2) Software: As shown in Fig. 1(b), two PCs are connected
to the simulator; one controls the simulator while the other, the
auxiliary control PC, controls the DSP and the systolic array pa-

rameter estimator. Channel control information and array con-
trol information are provided by the simulator control PC. The
channel control information includes:

1) attenuation on each path;
2) noise level on each antenna element;
3) maximum Doppler frequency for each of the desired

and interference users;
4) DOA of each path;
5) number of component waves related to fading variation

on each path.
The array control information includes:

1) antenna type;
2) number of antenna elements;

both of which are associated with the array geometry. The
channel control information and the array control information
are sent to the simulator via an RS232c interface.

The array response , , corresponding to the
path’s DOA is calculated, and the values of ’s ele-
ments are set as the complex coefficients to be multiplied by the
received signal components at their corresponding antenna ele-
ments. The simulator can support-element linear and circular
arrays if their minimum element spacing is half the wavelength.

The auxiliary control PC is used as an operation platform for
the DSP and the parameter estimator. The PC has the following
capabilities:

1) C-to-DSP Assembler compilation;
2) Start-and-Stop the program on the DSP;
3) configure the systolic array input logic;
4) input forgetting factor and unique word length to the pa-

rameter estimator;
5) display the algorithm output.

The DSP and the parameter estimator are interfaced to the sim-
ulator hardware. A series of array output vectors is used in the
programs used to realize the algorithms in real-time. The algo-
rithm output can yield the beam patterns that indicate antenna
directivity and/or some performance characteristics such as bit
error rate (BER), both of which are displayed on the PC screen.

B. Parameter Estimator

The parameter estimation algorithms required in S/T-equal-
ization problems may be run using DSP chips, but complexity
sometimes exceed the practical limit of the DSP’s computation
power at high transmission bit rates. To overcome this problem,
several pipelining techniques for hardware implementation of
the RLS algorithm, which are commonly referred to as systolic
array techniques, have been proposed [7], [10]–[13]. We have
developed an ASIC chip set for a systolic array implementation
of the RLS algorithm [6]. 32-bit fixed point signal processing
takes place in the processor; one cycle of internal cell signal
processing requires about 500 ns, and boundary cell signal pro-
cessing about 80 ns. More details about the chip set are given in
[6].

A parameter estimator board was developed using the chip set
with the aim of applying it in the simulation platform. The board
can estimate up to 23 parameters and supports the estimation
of arbitrary combinations of spatial and temporal parameters.
The parameter estimation process, which can be triggered by the
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) pdf of normalized squared fading amplitude. (b) Autocorrelation function of fading complex envelope.

DSP, takes place while the DSP is running programs for other
purposes such as sequence estimation.

IV. COMPONENTPERFORMANCE

This Section presents results of the experiments conducted to
verify the proper operation of the fading/array response simu-
lator. Fig. 2(a) and (b) shows two basic characteristics of the
simulated fading: Fig. 2(a) shows a sample probability den-
sity function of squared fading amplitude ;
Fig. 2(b) a sample autocorrelation function of fading com-
plex envelope . With the multipath fading model described
in Section II, , , and

; all of these relationships hold indepen-
dently of path number , so index has been eliminated. The
theoretical curves of the probability density and autocorrelation
functions are also plotted in Fig. 2(a) and (b). The sample func-
tions are quite consistent with the theoretical curves.

Fig. 3. Rotated received signal points at the output of an array antenna element.

Fig. 3 shows, in the complex baseband domain, the received
signal points rotated by complex constants corresponding to the
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TABLE II
EXPERIMENT CONDITIONS

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 4. (a) Data flow for signal reception in the experiments. (b) MMSE adaptive array BER performance without interference: DOA with received signalof 20 .
(c) MMSE adaptive array BER performance with interference: DOA with desired signal of 20, and DOAs with interference sources at 40 and 60.

phase rotations at an array antenna element, where a binary
phase shift-keyed (BPSK) signal modulated by a pseudo random

(PN) sequence was transmitted and no fading was assumed.
Complex constants s with were
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) Input logic configurations for S/T-equalizers without time-domain taps. (b) Input logic configurations for S/T-equalizers with time-domain taps.

multiplied by the received signal having no phase rotation, re-
sulting in the signal points indicated in Fig. 3.

V. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

A. MMSE Adaptive Array Simulation

A DSP program for an MMSE adaptive array algorithm was
developed. The program was then run to check its proper op-
erability on the channel platform (the systolic array parameter
estimator was not used in this experiment). Table II summa-
rizes the conditions assumed in the experiments. Quaternary
PSK (QPSK) was assumed as the modulation scheme. Each
frame was 320 symbols long, consisting of included 31 sym-
bols unique word and 289 symbol information sequences. Three
path components arrived at the receiver: one is the desired while
the others are the interference and its one symbol-delayed path

components. The desired signal’s DOA was 20, and the two
interference components’ DOAs were 40and 60 . An -ele-
ment linear array with a minimum element spacing of half the
wavelength was assumed.

To adjust the DSP’s signal processing capability to the sim-
ulator’s 24 Msamples/s sampling speed, received frames, each
consisting of signal samples, were periodically input
to the DSP. Fig. 4(a) shows a timing chart for signal reception.
The effective symbol rate with the DSP-based MMSE adaptive
array signal processing was about 2 ksymbol/s. The receiver has
a knowledge about the unique word waveform and its timing,
and the adaptive array algorithm uses them as the desired re-
sponse and timing reference, respectively. The tap weights were
updated by using the RLS algorithm.

Fig. 4(b) and (c) show measured BER performance with the
number of the antenna elements,, as a parameter: Fig. 4(b) is
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Fig. 6. Beam patterns with two types of S/T-equalizers: Dashed/solid lines for
with/without time-domain taps.

without interference, while Fig. 4(c) has two interference users.
Fading was absent in both cases. The asymptotic gain is defined
as the reduction in the ratio of the per-bit signal energy to the
noise power spectral density compared to QPSK co-
herent detection with large . It is obvious that without in-
terference the theoretical asymptotic gain is in dB.
It is found from Fig. 4(b) that the experimental performance
curves with well support the asymptotic gains.
With , the gain is slightly smaller than the theoretical one.
This is because mainly the RLS algorithm fails to determine the
optimum tap weights. Adjusting the values of the RLS-related
parameters such as the forgetting factor as well as the initial con-
ditions of the algorithm should improve performance, however,
such optimization details exceed the scope of this paper.

In the presence of interference, the number of antenna el-
ements, , determines the maximum number of interference
sources that can be suppressed. Since, in Fig. 4(c)’s case, there
are two interferers, both having the same strength as the desired
signal, they can be suppressed if as can be observed in
Fig. 4(c). In the presence of interference, the asymptotic gain
depends on the DOAs of the incident signal components. If the
DOAs of the desired and two interference signals are 20, 40 ,
and 60 , respectively, the gains are 1.5 dB with and 8.9
dB with . With , the 1.5 dB gain is well supported
by its corresponding experimental curve in Fig. 4(c), but with

the gain value of 8.9 dB can not be reached for the same
reason given in the without interference case.

B. S/T-Equalizer Using Parameter Estimator Simulation

When the systolic array board is used for parameter estima-
tion as a part of the algorithm to be evaluated using the plat-
form, data input logic has to be configured to match the type of
S/T-equalizer. Fig. 5 shows input logic configurations for two
types of S/T-equalizers: Fig. 5(a) is for the case where one in-

terference and two delayed desired signal components should be
nullified; Fig. 5(b) for the case where only interference compo-
nents to be nullified (Delayed desired components can be com-
bined somehow by a time-domain equalizer following the adap-
tive array. Detailed investigations on the S/T-equalization algo-
rithm [14] used in the simulations exceed the scope of this paper.
The algorithm details and performance curves can be seen in
Ref. [14].) Fig. 6 shows for the element number and
received dB the beam patterns obtained from the
parameter estimation using the systolic array board for the two
cases: the solid line is for Fig. 5(a)’s configuration; the dashed
line for Fig. 5(b)’s. It is found that with Fig. 5(a)’s configuration,
nulls are formed toward the interference and delayed desired
components, while with Fig. 5(b)’s, nulls are not formed to-
ward delayed desired signal components. This leaves the possi-
bility that the delayed desired signal components are combined
to achieve diversity improvement by time-domain signal pro-
cessing for sequence estimation.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has outlined a complex baseband platform
developed for spatial–temporal mobile radio channel sim-
ulations. The platform consists of a complex baseband
fading/array response simulator, a DSP (Analog Devices
SHARC ADSP-21 060) board, and a general-purpose param-
eter estimator that uses systolic array implementation of the
RLS algorithm. The developed simulation platform operates
completely in the complex baseband domain. The fading/array
response simulator replicates temporal and spatial radio wave
propagation scenarios in broadband mobile communication
channels. Up to 23 parameters can be estimated by using the
systolic array parameter estimator, whose capability supports
the testing of arbitrary combinations of spatial and temporal
parameters. The parameter estimation process, which can be
triggered by the DSP, takes place while the DSP is running
programs for other purposes such as sequence estimation.

Proper operation of the developed platform was verified
through a series of experiments. The correct operation of
the fading/array response simulator’s key components were
first evaluated such as probability density and autocorrelation
functions of the generated fading complex envelope as well as
the phase rotations imposed upon received signal components
at each of the antenna elements. Overall system performance
was then evaluated through experiments using the DSP board
running an MMSE adaptive array algorithm. An S/T-equalizer
having taps in both the spatial and temporal domains was also
simulated using the DSP board and systolic array parameter
estimator. It has been shown that data obtained in the experi-
ments are reasonable and satisfactory, which confirms that the
developed simulation platform operates as intended.
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